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A B O U T  P .  D .  W O R K M A N  

ONE PARAGRAPH BIO: 
P.D. Workman loves writing about the underdog. She has been praised for her realistic 
details, deep characterization, and sensitive handling of the serious social issues that 
appear in her stories, from light cozy mysteries to darker, grittier young adult and 
mystery/suspense books. 
 

LONG FORM BIO: 
P.D. Workman is a USA Today Bestselling author, winner of several awards from 
Library Services for Youth in Custody, and recipient of the InD’tale Magazine’s 
Crowned Heart award. She has published over 80 mystery/suspense/thriller and young 
adult books, including stand-alones and series. Her series include Auntie Clem’s Bakery 
cozy mysteries, Reg Rawlins Psychic Investigator paranormal mysteries, Zachary 
Goldman private investigator mysteries, Kenzie Kirsch medical thrillers, Parks Pat police 
procedural mysteries, and, for young adults, Tamara’s Teardrops, Between the Cracks, 
and Breaking the Pattern. 
 
Workman loves writing about the underdog. She has been praised for her realistic details, 
deep characterization, and sensitive handling of the serious social issues that appear in 
her stories, from light cozy mysteries to darker, grittier young adult and mystery/suspense 
books. 
 

P.	D.	Workman	does	not	shy	from	probing	the	deep	psychological	
scars	of	childhood	trauma,	mental	illness,	and	addiction.	Also	
characteristic	of	this	author,	these	extremely	sensitive	issues	are	
explored	with	extensive	empathy,	described	with	incredible	clarity,	

and	portrayed	with	profound	insight.	

—Kim,	Goodreads	reviewer	

 
Some of Workman’s titles have been translated into Spanish, French, Portuguese, 
German, and Italian. 
 
Workman began writing at an early age and is also a prolific reader. She is also 
passionate about teaching and learning, expresses her creativity through art and cooking, 
and loves exploring the Calgary parks and green spaces where the Parks Pat Mysteries 
are set. She was a legal assistant for many years and has done extensive charitable work. 
Workman was born and raised in Alberta, Canada, and is married with one adult son. 
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PRAISE FOR THE AUTHOR: 

“Every single one of [P.D. Workman’s] books has spoken to me … And I have found 
strength in the books I've read." 

"This is one author I certainly will be looking out for, I can’t recommend her enough." 

"I'll read anything by P. D. Workman that I can get my hands on." 

"Every book by PD Workman that I've read has been a gripping one, however different 
the genres are, going from lighter mysteries to really dark ones... this is one of my 
favourite, most dependable authors." 

"P.D. Workman is an incredibly versatile writer. No matter which of her books I read I 
am drawn into a great story and honestly, I don't think I've followed another author that 
could go from cozy mystery to YA to a PI series dealing with mental health issues. 
Really enjoy her books!" 

“[P.D. Workman’s] stories are so believable and you can’t help but feel like you know 
these people. You find yourself crying, laughing and feeling the characters emotions. 
Now if an author can make you cry and feel every emotion in a story, she is one hell of 
an author.” 

“P.D. Workman, does not shy from probing the deep psychological scars of childhood 
trauma, mental illness, and addiction. Also characteristic of this author, these extremely 
sensitive issues are explored with extensive empathy, described with incredible clarity, 
and portrayed with profound insight.” 

“Once again P.D.Workman has created an intense psychological mystery that impacts a 
wallop of thought induction. The writing is so well developed and draws you into the 
characters story.” 

BIOGRAPHIC DETAILS: 
P.D. Workman was born in Fort McMurray, Alberta in 1972 and moved to 
Calgary, Alberta at the age of seven. She wrote her first novel-length fiction at 
the age of twelve. She continued to write novels for her own enjoyment, but did 
not publish her debut novel, Looking Over Your Shoulder until 2013. She has 
now published over 80 novels. In the early part of her career as an author, 
Workman focused on young adult literature, but for the latter part has written 
mostly mystery and suspense novels. She is best known for her cozy mystery 
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series Auntie Clem’s Bakery and Reg Rawlins, Psychic Investigator, and her P.I. 
series Zachary Goldman Mysteries. She is an independent publisher. 

With her nomination and win of the In the Margins Committee Top Ten Books 
for Teens award for her second published book, Ruby, Between the Cracks, 
Workman’s young adult fiction books began to be recognized for their frank and 
insightful treatment of issues facing BIPOC youth and youth on the street or in 
restrictive custody. 

In addition to receiving additional In the Margins and other niche awards, 
Workman has placed on the USA Today Best-Selling Books list, along with 
several other authors of Do No Harm, a special collection of medical thriller 
novels that includes Workman’s Unlawful Harvest (book #1 in her Kenzie Kirsch 
Medical Thriller series). 

Awards & Nominations 
Ruby, Between the Cracks 

Ruby, Between the Cracks, book #1 in the Between the Cracks series, won the “In 
The Margins” Top Ten Best Books for Teens Award 2015, awarded to “relevant 
books for our communities that validate, illuminate and humanize those living in 
the margins.” The In the Margins award was then under the umbrella of School 
Library Journal 

“We are thrilled with the second year of this important work finding relevant 
books for our communities that validate, illuminate and humanize those living in 
the margins. We have a great list, bringing to national attention books that add to 
diversity in our collections and world,” said Amy Cheney, Chair of ITM. “The 
committee members and I are excited to share these books with you for those 
living and interested in the margins of society.” 
In the Margins Book Committee 

…fans of Ellen Hopkins’s books will love the soap opera that is Ruby’s troubled 
life, including pregnancies, gang and drug involvement, and post-traumatic 
stress issues. 

Relevancy Trumps All for Reluctant Readers | YA Underground, School Library 
Journal 
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Questing for a Dream 

Questing for a Dream was a contender in What’s Up Yukon’s “Literary 
Fisticuffs” in January 2016. 

This book is a compelling, well-written story… It fills a void in the today’s 
literature and creates a discourse regarding a marginalized part of the fabric of 
Canada. The book resonated with me as it is about being brave and knowing… 
what it means to be resilient. The book will appeal and will provide insight to a 
wider audience. This book is a winner because it is not a long book and it is a 
perfect cure for cabin fever: as an avid reader you get a sense of accomplishment 
when you finish a book!” 

Melissa Atkinson, What’s Up Yukon Magazine 

Tattooed Teardrops 

Tattooed Teardrops, book #1 in the Tamara’s Teardrops series, won the In the 
Margins Committee Top Fiction Award, 2016, 

The In the Margins Book Award and Selection Committee, (ITM) a committee 
under the umbrella of Library Services for Youth in Custody (LYSC) selected 
their top fiction book, Tattooed Teardrops by PD Workman and non-fiction 
book, America’s Massacre: The Audacity of Despair and a Message of Hope by 
Tewhan Butler as well as a list of Top Ten, an official list of books by, for and 
about kids living in the margins. ITM strives to find the best books for teens 
living in poverty, on the streets, in custody, or a cycle of all three. Many people in 
the margins choose to self-publish. We are dedicated to finding the best of the 
best of these titles that fit our charge. This is our third year of highlighting self 
and small press published books that validate, illuminate and humanize those 
living in the margins. We bring true diversity to bookshelves and libraries by 
reading, reviewing, debating, soliciting teen feedback and awarding honors for 
these titles. The majority of our list may be unknown to you or have gotten little 
attention in traditional reviews, but are hits with our teens. This is a statement 
for the need for more of us to look for and highlight diverse books. … We are 
proud to contribute to bringing these voices out of the underground and into 
your libraries, and hope more and more librarians and awards committees will 
see the value and necessity of including self-published and small press published 
books. 
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The 2016 In the Margins Book Awards Are Unveiled, In the Margins Committee 

Readers will appreciate the realistic details about Tamara’s release, her issues 
dealing with a foster family, her emotional triggers, and the challenges facing 
someone trying to maintain the conditions of parole. For those teens who love 
books where all that can go wrong does go wrong (isn’t that almost all of them?), 
this is a winner. 

All About the Girls: Titles Featuring Young Women in Peril | In the Margins 

Additional In the Margins Nominations, 2016 

June and Justin, book #2 in the Between the Cracks series, and Michelle, book #3 
in the Between the Cracks series, were also nominated for the In the Margins 
Committee literary awards in 2016. 

In the Margins awards, 2018 

Endless Change and Chloe, book #4 in the Between the Cracks series, both placed 
on the In the Margins Committee Recommended Reads, 2018 by Library Services 
for Youth in Custody. Endless Change also won InD’tale Magazine’s Crowned 
Heart award in March 2018. 

A contemporary take on one of the darker sides of life, “Endless Change” 
addresses homelessness, abuse, molestation, abandonment, and a myriad of 
other issues. Parker is a Fixer, while Dakota is a user. The plot is well done, 
keeping the reader guessing the truth about Dakota for a while, and leaving 
them torn between how Parker sees her, and the reality. The depth and 
complexity of the tale set it apart from most contemporary tales 

Ind’tale Review of Endless Change by Sarah E Bradley 

USA Today Best-seller 

Do No Harm, a multi-author collection including Workman’s Unlawful Harvest, 
placed on the USA Today Best-Selling Books list on August 8, 2019. 

Ronnie 

Ronnie, book #5 in the Between the Cracks series, won the In the Margins Fiction 
Award 2019, Recommended Reading. 
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Gem, Himself, Alone 

Gem, Himself, Alone won the In the Margins Committee Recommended Reads 
2020. 

About In the Margins Literary Awards 

In the Margins Book Award selections are inclusive of stories written for youth 
between the ages of 9 and 21, in the categories of fiction, nonfiction, and 
advocacy. Many books considered for this award are self-published and from 
smaller independent publishers.  The committee’s charge is inclusive of youth 
living a marginalized existence, with specific focus on narratives and 
informational text that address the disproportionality of injustices experienced 
by BIPOC youth from the historical impact of cultural irrelevance and structural 
exclusion which often finds them living in poverty, in the streets, in custody, or a 
cycle of all three.  

In addition to reading and discussing a multitude of book titles published over 
the previous 18 months of the award year, a unique selection experience of the 
committee is the input received from young adults who have also read and 
directly shared their opinions on the same book titles.   Incorporating the 
enthusiastic response from youth who live the experiences of our charge is a vital 
component to generating this annual reading list which was originally intended 
as a selection tool for librarians who service youth in juvenile detention facilities 
throughout the North American continent, and has since spread to community 
outreach programs and schools throughout North America. 

From In the Margins 

Selected Works 
Gluten-Free Murder, book #1 in the Auntie Clem’s Bakery series, pd workman 
(2017), ISBN 9781988390819 
What the Cat Knew, book #1 in the Reg Rawlins, Psychic Investigator series, pd 
workman (2019), ISBN 9781989080580 
She Wore Mourning, book #1 in the Zachary Goldman Mysteries series, pd 
workman (2017), ISBN 9781988390765 
Out with the Sunset, book #1 in the Parks Pat Mystery series, pd workman 
(2021), ISBN 9781774680605 
Ruby, Between the Cracks, book #1 in the Between the Cracks series, pd 
workman (2014), ISBN 9781926500249 
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Tattooed Teardrops, book #1 in the Tamara’s Teardrops series, pd workman 
(2014), ISBN 9781989080016 
Questing for a Dream, pd workman (2015), ISBN 9781989080085 

 

C O N T A C T :  
P. D. Workman can be reached through pdworkman.com 
Pamela	Workman	(403)	808-2550		
info@pdworkman.com	or	pdworkman.author@gmail.com		

P .  D .  W O R K M A N ’ S  B O O K S :  
P. D. Workman’s publications can be found at any of the major online book sellers or 
ordered by your local bookstore or library. You can also purchase ebook versions directly 
from the author. Go to My Books at pdworkman.com to find your next read or 
https://shop.pdworkman.com/ to buy!  
 

W H E R E  O N  T H E  W E B ?  

WEBSITE: 
https://pdworkman.com  
 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Facebook page id 214128835405095 
https://www.facebook.com/pdworkmanauthor 
 
TikTok 
https://www.tiktok.com/@pdworkmanauthor 
 
Twitter name pdworkmanauthor 
https://twitter.com/pdworkmanauthor 
 
Pinterest http://www.pinterest.com/pdworkman/ 
 
Instagram https://www.instagram.com/pdworkmanauthor/  
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LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com/company/pdworkmanauthor/ 
 
Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/c/PDWorkman 
 
Blog RSS http://feeds.feedburner.com/PdsPen  
 

ONLINE BOOK STORES: 
Shopify https://shop.pdworkman.com/ 
 
Amazon	https://www.amazon.com/author/pdworkman	
	
Smashwords	http://www.smashwords.com/profile/view/pdworkman	
	
Google	Play	Books	https://play.google.com/store/books/author?id=P.D.+Workman	
	
Apple	Books	https://itunes.apple.com/us/artist/p.d.-
workman/id805916212?mt=11	
	
Barnes	&	Noble	http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/p.d.-workman	
	
Scribd	https://www.scribd.com/pdworkman	
 

OTHER 
Bookbub	
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/p-d-workman 
	
Goodreads	Author	
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/7350384.P_D_Workman	
	
Bingebooks	https://bingebooks.com/author/p-d-workman		
	
Overdrive	https://www.overdrive.com/creators/749825/p-d-workman	
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P I C T U R E S  
Author pictures are available on my website. Please include the following credits: 
Photo: Kayce Abalos  Style: Fiona McAllister 
 

 


